
The LHeC detector (left below)  is a large acceptance, precision device. Its design is determined by kinematics and high precision demands 
as from the H à bb reaction in CC. The low radiation (1/100 that of pp) enables sensitive technology such as HV CMOS to be used. The
need to ensure head-on ep collisions introduces a long, low field dipole to be inserted before the HCAL, the solenoid (right below) is a rather
conventional magnet. The detector is complemented by forward (p,n) and backward (e, γ) tagging detectors. Its dimensions are 13 x 9 m2

(LxD) which one may compare with CMS: 21 x 15 m2. The detector will have a modular structure to enable its rapid mounting in IP2.
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This poster is about the development, physics and realisation of the LHeC: a 50-60 GeV electron energy recovery linac (ERL) scattered concurrently off the LHC p/A
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The LHeC represents a new laboratory for high energy physics.
Its programme comprises five major themes:

MICROSCOPE of substructure
By the nature of the high energy eh interaction, the LHeC
is the cleanest high resolution microscope of matter, the 
Hubble telescope of substructure.

EMPOWERMENT of LHC physics
The LHC lacks crucial input on the proton structure and 
QCD dynamics. The clean, external input on partons
will clarify the high mass predictions, and thus extend the
reliablity and range for BSM searches, and provide input 
required for precision QCD, electroweak and Higgs physics.
This way, it empowers the LHC physics and utilises the LHC 
infrastructure optimally. It is the near detector for the GPDs.

A NOVEL HIGGS PHYSICS  FACILITY
The clean final state, the absence of pile-up, the large Higgs
production cross section and novel detection and analysis 
techniques enable precision input in all large decay channels,
including Hà cc, which combined with pp, lead to percent
level LHC Higgs coupling results, comparable to ee prospects.

DISCOVERY of new physics
The LHeC is a TeV energy scale new configuration, it has large
discovery potential in QCD (saturation), electroweak (Higgsinos,
rh neutrinos), top and substructure physics.

REVOLUTION of nuclear particle physics
The partonic structure of nuclei is of an infant status like that
of protons before HERA, it will be established in a huge range
with stand-alone eA PDF one may then relate to those in ep.
The understanding of the Quark-Gluon Plasma needs ep.

Following HERA, deep inelastic scattering needs high energy (and also
luminosity) to reach Higgs, top, BSM physics, to use charged currents for
unfolding parton structure, independently of nuclear and higher twist effects, 
to clarify the existence of BFKL dynamics at small x, and prepare for FCC.

At lower energies, the EIC will provide complementary information on 
larger-x ep/eA physics and the spin of the proton. CERN-ACC-Note-2018-084, subm EU strategy, J.Phys.G to appear

The LHeC provides an independent determination of the Higgs 
couplings, for the more abundant decays (brown, left plot). 
Recently, the HL-LHC prospects, ATLAS and CMS combined, 
have been re-evaluated (dark blue, lower plot). A combined 
analysis (light blue, lower plot) leads to per-cent level results, 
expressed as κ-parameters scaling the SM couplings. 

Energy recovery is one of the few revolutionary concepts for accelerator design. A high energy collider
application is for the LHeC (and possible successors with FCC). For stability, cost and CERN’s RF, the
frequency was chosen to be 802 MHz. A first 5-cell Niobium cavity, built at Jlab, reached a Q0 of 3 1010
with a large gradient stability margin (see right). The PERLE Collaboration was built to realise a 500 MeV
energy facility at Orsay, for the development of ERL with LHeC conditions: high current and 3 passes.
In a second phase it provides unique opportunity for intense low energy physics and industrial use.  

The cleanliness of the ep final state over the  pp case
with large pile-up gives rise to additional BSM discovery 
potential as compared to the LHC, albeit its lower cms
energy. Right the example for heavy sterile neutrinos:  

The high energy, high luminosity accesses the 
weak neutral current DIS region down to small 
x. This enables high precision electroweak 
measurements, supported by the high 
electron beam polarisation.  

Further examples for unique 
DIS physics are the resolution 
of p structure to 3D, precision 
diffraction, low x DGLAP-BFKL
physics, novel, sensitive top 
measurements further BSM 
searches … and the new world
of heavy ion physics with 
eA/ep input. 

Higgs production 
in ep. Each decay 
is measured
in charged and 
neutral current 
scattering. 

An intense electron beam (20mA current) is accelerated
in three passes through two 1km linacs in an energy  
recovery linac racetrack configuration, which is 
positioned tangentially to the LHC (at IP2, or L for FCC).  

Energy √s = √(4 Ee Ep) = 1.2-1.3 TeV
electrons: Ee=50-60 GeV, protons: Ep=7 TeV, ions Pb: E=2.75 TeV

LHeC: a next generation TeV energy electron-proton collider.
Large coverage of kinematic DIS range, down to 10-6 in x owing to
high energy and approaching x=1 due to high luminosity. 
Electron-ion collisions extend the kinematic range in electron-ion
HERA missed its electron-ion collider phase.

The electron-proton interaction does not disturb
the proton beams in a noticeable manner. Thus
the LHeC may operate synchronously with the LHC.
The installation of the ERL is in a separate tunnel,
while the detector installation requires a typical LHC
shutdown length of two years. The whole project 
concept therefore is that of adding instrumentation
and providing crucial new physics, i.e. of making the
LHC physics richer and thus sustaining its HL phase.      

Luminosity: 
1034 cm-2 s-1 à O(1) ab-1 in 10 years

This is 1000 times higher than HERA, owing to the 
high beam brightness of the HL-LHC, the large 
electron current from the ERL and may be achieved 
through the interaction of matched e and p beams 
at a β* below 10cm.  

Default layout of the ERL configuration for the LHeC

Test (Q0 vs gradient) of 5-cell cavity built by:
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5 pages summary:

LHeC Trackers

The sensitivity of 
different colliders 
in ee, ep, and pp 
scattering is 
complementary. A 
combination of all 
colliders provides 
uncertainties on 
the per-cent level 
on most couplings 
expressed in the 
κ-framework Adding electrons makes the LHC a Higgs precision facility.

CDR: 1705.08783, J. Phys. G, CERN-ACC-Note-2018-0086 (ESSP)

➞ exciting programme for the 
coming years which is 
established and for us to shape
https://lhec.web.cern.ch/
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novel concept of a detector to alternately 
serve eh and hh collisions/physics

EPJC to appear


